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Last Minute Slouchy Hat 

It was Tuesday morning and it was my turn to 

carpool the kids to school. I was running around 

like crazy that morning and I hadn't even had a 

chance to change out of my pajamas. 6 kids were 

in the car waiting for me and the clock was ticking. 

I didn't had a chance to go upstairs and brush my 

hair and make myself look half-decent, but as I was 

going out the door, I saw my slouchy hat and put it 

on. In a second, I went from looking disheveled to 

presentable and that my friend's is how the name 

of the slouchy hat came to be. It is my last minute 

emergency tool! I love it! I hope you enjoy it as 

much as I do. 

Materials & Pattern Information 

Loom: All-n-One Loom by KnittingBoar.com 

 

Stitches: k, p, e-wrap, k2tog, yo. 

 

Yarn: 130 yards of worsted weight 

yarn. Araucania Aysen was used in sample (Less than 1 skein). 

Notions: Knitting tool, tapestry needle, and removable stitch marker. 

 

Gauge: 8.5 sts= 2 inches in double ribbing  

 

Size: Fits up to a head circumference of about 21 inches. 

Level: Intermediate 

Notes: Working clockwise around the knititng loom. The ribbing section is done with the knit stitch, 

may substitute with the flat stitch or the u-stitch. The rest of the hat is done with the e-wrap stitch. 

Important: Note that on Round 11, we move the first stitch one place to the left (clockwise) to keep 
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the pattern slanted. We will use the stitch marker to keep track of 

our new Peg 1 position. We keep moving it after each pattern repeat 

so each time you do a row 11, you move the stitch marker over to 

mark the new Peg 1 position. 

Knitting Loom Settings: set the knitting loom to 80 pegs (35 on 

each of the long rails and the two sliders).  

 

Directions 

Cast on 80 stitches, join to work in the round. Place stitch marker on 

1st peg. 

Round 1-8: *k2, p2; rep from * to the end of round. 

Round 9: *yo, k2tog; rep from * to the end of round.  

(How to:  *Move the loop from the first peg over to the second peg, first peg is empty, second peg 

has 2 loops on it. E-wrap the first peg thus creating the YO. Then ewrap the second peg, lift the 

bottommost two loops off the peg. Repeat from * to the end of round) 

Round 10 and 12: Knit with the e-wrap method. 

Round 11:  Move stitch marker one peg to the left (peg 2). This peg (peg 2) becomes Peg 1.  *yo, 

k2tog; rep from * to the end of round. (How to: see Row 9 on the break down). 

Round 12: Knit with the e-wrap method. 

Repeat Rounds 9-12: until item measures 9 inches from cast on edge. 

Bind off with gather removal method. 

Steam block to open the lace, be careful not to steam the ribbing portion as this will loosen the 

stitches. 

Abbreviations 

 

k=knit stitch 

p=purl stitch 

k2tog=knit two stitches together 

yo= yarn over (simply e-wrap the 

peg that needs the yarn over) 
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Wanna do it but are worried about not being able to crank it out, no worries! Check out the video 

playlist!  

http://youtu.be/MX7tVv5EBis 

Happy looming! 
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